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The emergence of CORONA viruses has appeared as life
threatening to the civilization in the world today. Where from
the new viral agent came as a life-threatening on this earth?
Today, the humanity is facing the first ever worst challenge
for saving life against a new living agent, when the biological
science achieved the power of determining the genetic sequence
of any organism within hours. A number of questions arise
in the sensitive mind. Does it for human only or for other life
forms? The viral agents have been reported in other animals
too. It could be either as existed dormant one or mutated
microbes which can threaten life. Appearance of the mutated
forms may be different in varied climatic zone of the world.
If yes, what is its mechanism of existence in different immune
system? Scientists already have done the sequencing of certain
forms of this live organism. If it is only for human, what is its
specificity of adaptation, multiplication and cellular affects in
human physiology. Could it be defined the molecular
differentiation of organism specificity ? The corona virus
(COVID-19), reported by the scientist during early years of
this century appears as headache not only for the richest
societies but for laboratories equipped with sophisticated
instruments and intelligent manpower. Scientists have identified
the sequences of certain forms of this organism originated in
animal and capable of human transmission. It is a pandemic
across the world today in the society of modern science of
21st century taking life indiscriminately.

The human civilization must have to identify, the origin of
such new agent, its nature, creature and mode of existence. It
is not unfair to make a statement, “Civilization will face similar
biological challenges more and more in coming days in this
Universe”. Civilization shall have to fight against such
devastating situation and agents for existence of life on earth.

Tremendous development of medical science and life science,
its supportive engineering technologies give the civilization new
tools to fight against killer diseases. Human life span has been
increased with improved quality of life. New discoveries in
laboratories, technology to define biological problems has
defeated dreaded causative agents of human health hazards,
increases life span. However, civilization cannot escape from
finding out a chemical and or medicinal solution against the
killer life forms against human and other animals too. We
need a concrete pathway to find out the solutions against
every possible new killer forms.

Against all odds, the world today has fought against the new
creature and gradually come out from the peril of this agent.
Billions of dollars have already been spent for life from the
killer microbes. Most important question on the desk to be
addressed is how to eliminate the microbe from society? Does
another new will come as a killer agent very soon? Whatever,
it appears, the civilization shall have to handle it not only to
save life but for wellbeing of the society. A robust research
approach to handle the adverse appearance in coming days is
must for existence of life. If studies and research keep restricted
among a selected few, it could be difficult to win over such a
killer microbial enemy. More and more researchers need to
be involved to find out the research path, thought and
innovativeness. A robust “biomedical approach” is the need
of the hour now to address unforeseen health hazards in
coming days. A chance of research should be offered to
everyone, those who are interested to pursue it. It should not
be carrier oriented, rather a professional hobby with outcome.
Governmental institutional support to the scientists in a right
way is required to do a productive research. It should be
monitored, streamlined and help the researchers to achieve
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the goal. Scientists should be given liberty to think, not under
pressure, rather to help in the road of achievement.
Institutional support should not be restricted to a selected
few working only in a few research institutions. Mindset,
process of thought may not be sufficient to find out the effective
results even if strong financial grants and modern instrumental
facilities. A fruitful research is possible only in a strong positive
mind set of dedication, achievements and self satisfaction is
being supported by the society.

India, is one of the most populous countries of the
world has come up as a successful warrior against this minute
creature. It is due to timely taken concrete decision among
the masses. Measures like maintaining social distance, avoid
physical contact had been the best indirect method of
prevention, against spreading and attack of the microbes on
organism.

The studies on human physiology in India are
thousands of years old with its written evidences. India’s
ancient medicinal system can answer many of the medical
questions faced by the civilization today. Explanation pattern
could be different, but true that can give a solution not only
on human, but on animal physiology too. The Mount Himalaya
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has been described as epicentre of earth and treasure of
lifesaving divine drugs. The civilization’s duty is to decode the
language and find it out for existence of life on earth. In
recent years, Himalayan region has been described as
repository of Indian herbal medicines. However, similar to
Himalayan Biodiversity Hot spot, India possess number of
resources in north, south, east and west, land or water, where
there is possibility of getting information on health friendly
materials for society. A drastic change in research
methodologies may be required. An acceptable definition of
sustainable development for mankind is yet to be drawn by
the scientists, governmental and non-Governmental
organizations across the world. To provide a disease free
society is one of the “Sustainable Developmental Goals“
targeted by UNDP. To achieve, research on health, hygiene,
medicine, vaccine, in vitro and in vivo research is inevitable.
In Indian context with a population of 1.30 billion, a major
boost in expansion of research with more involvement of
scientists and trained manpower within the country shall be a
must required process. It should not be restricted to selected
few either institute or persons, rather to through the ball
among varied groups for correct solutions. It will need strict
governmental policy with unbiased approach for human
resources development.
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